
Biography

Tropica are the fve psychadelic- musketeers from Germany. In love with the sound of their 

musical Idols from the past decades, Tropica fuse the cosmos of 70' experimental music with 

the beauty of variety in their songwriting, playfully applying it to the structures of modern pop 

music. 

In 2015, at a regular students house party, a song by the Australian neo-psych band POND 

brought together Fabian Kresin and Dino Mujcinovic on the dancefoor, making them realize 

their love for the same music. Fabian demanded Dino to meet his brother Tobias Kresin at their 

rehearsal room next week. The three continued writing and recording ideas for the next year. The

sessions became rare as their rehearsal room was turned into an erotic- massage studio soon, 

bringing the need for a new room. During that time, Fabian left for a long journey to Australia, 

while Dino and Tobi kept searching for musicians to form a project.

The search came to an end as the Drummer, Sascha Kern, found a new rehearsal room in an 

old WWII bunker and invited his fellow musicians to join him to fulfl the desire of playing live 

music again.Wednesdays were turned into a day for jamming with several friends and musicians,

everybody was welcome. 

On New Year's Eve, Patrick Heidbuechel joined the regular jams on the keys. The four 

recorded a couple of demos, sending them to Fabian in Australia. He reacted by cancelling the 

last months of his trip and surprised the others by suddenly showing up to next weeks session.

Out of that gathering, realizing their like- mindedness, the fve-heads decided to form the Band 

Tropica. Everyone had already collected stage-experience and found their love for playing live 

through various Projects and Bands. Still, it became clear, that this Formation is something new 



and exciting for each one. Padde and Sash fnally completed the lack the Band felt a need for to 

take their music to another level. After months of heavy jamming, the fve headed formation 

turned their jams into new songs and rearranged old ideas. Surprised by how well the creative 

process took it's course, things started to get more serious. Tropica soon started playing live 

shows, moved into a bigger rehearsal room and built a recording studio. 

The following months, the self-produced EP “On a Rainbow” was recorded and will be 

released on September 7th 2019.


